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"The perfect mix of fantasy, action, adventure, and magic." - E.G.R

"If you enjoy Sarah J Maas books, you will love A Kingdom of Exiles." - S.R

"I recommend to lovers of YA/NA reads, who are looking for a really beautiful story, leading you to a world of fae's
and witches, where you can let go of your worries and dream a little dream!!" - Maddie, #1 GR reviewer in South
Africa, #64 Global.

The brightest of stars are always born on the darkest of nights.The brightest of stars are always born on the darkest of nights.

Serena Smith is unusual.Serena Smith is unusual.

Growing up in a backwoods village, her life is lonely and dull. Then, on her eighteenth birthday, she's gifted a magical

heirloom only to be snatched by fae and condemned to a lifetime in chains.
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Dragged to Aldar, a fae kingdom ruled by a tyrant witch, Serena discovers a forbidden love, and meets fellow

outcasts, each with their own dark secrets.

As the lives of warriors, rebels, and witches clash,they find a shared destiny. For only together, and with Serena's

unique gifts, can they survive long enough to build the flames of a revolution. Only together can they go to war ...

From the author of Draken comes this explosive new fantasy series with lots of heart and a sting in its tail.

What are you waiting for? Scroll up and one-click now to find out why readers all over the world have fallen in loveWhat are you waiting for? Scroll up and one-click now to find out why readers all over the world have fallen in love

with A Kingdom of Exiles!with A Kingdom of Exiles!

*Suitable for mature YA and up*
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